
 

 

WHO IS MEG? 

The Media Editing Group (MEG) is a non-partisan organization that works with other non-

partisan groups, including churches, community organizations, and neighborhood associations.   

 

Its mission is to improve local TV news coverage for the African-American community. 

 

The Media Editing Group consists of 3 Designed Groups that have contributed much to the 

development and success of MEG over the years. 

 

1) The Volunteer TV News Recording & Data Entry Group captures and documents negative 

and positive TV news reports that impact the African-American community. 

 

2) The Former/Retired TV News Employees & Journalists Group. These individuals for 

many years have perfected their expertise while working in various news departments at local 

TV stations. They serve as consultants and advisors to MEG. 

 

3) The Community Leadership Group is comprised of non-partisan organizations that 

represent more than 37,000 households throughout Chicago and Cook County.  Each 

household is educated on how to supports the Media Editing Group’s Mission. 

 

WHAT IS IT THAT MEG DOES? 

MEG review and critique the 6 pm, 9 pm, and 10 pm evening newscasts of Chicago five major 

TV news stations, Channels 2, 5, 7, 9, and 32. 

These newscasts are captured 7 days a week and news reports pertaining to the African-

American community are extracted from each newscast.  The selected news reports are then 

maintained and made accessible through MEG’S Video Library/Database. 

As of August 2019, the MEG’S Video Library/Database contains over 108,400 individual news 

reports that have been captured over the past 10 years. 

MEG uses the reports to challenge news stations in all aspects related to TV News Operations. 

 

WHY IS MEG NEEDED? 

In the past, when local broadcast TV News stations reported inaccurate news reports, victims 

had no viable recourse to combat them; or were not afforded a means to correct the damage 

these reports caused to their lives. 

Most people do not know how to detail their complaints against TV news stations when they are 

the subject of inaccurate reporting. Nor, do they know the best way to construct an effective 

recourse to stop such reports from happening. 

For the past 10 years, MEG has provided the public a way to identify questionable TV news 

reporting as well as a formidable recourse to correct it.  MEG offers free community classes to 

teach the public about the internal workings of TV news operations and sponsors public 

roundtable discussions. 


